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This stylish, witty time-travel tale kicks into high gear as the elder Hildy and 
her home aide Trista are whisked back to 1973, where they meet again for the 
first time. One is about to get sucked into a cult, the other a marriage. But do 
they have to? And which is worse?...

GILT 
#2 of 5 

WRITER: 

ALISA KWITNEY 
ARTIST | COVER ARTIST: 

MAURICET 

0322AH189

FULL COLOR
32 PAGES 

SELF-COVER 

IN-STORE DATE 

5/11/2022 
FOC DATE 

4/10/2022

MATURE
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WRITER | STUART MOORE 
ARTIST | FRED HARPER
COVER A: JAMAL IGLE COVER B: JERRY ORDWAY 
COVER C: GENE HA
FULL COLOR | 32 SELF-COVER | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/18/2022 | FOC DATE 4/17/2022
The WRONG EARTH event of 2022 continues! Meet the masked vigilante 
Dragon-Fly of Earth-Kappa—a world of big hair, shoulderpads, and funk mu-
sic, where the 1980s never ended and Greed is always Good. Written by Stu-
art Moore (Poe’s Snifter of Death, Marvel Crisis Protocol: Target Kree), with 
stunning art and color by Fred Harper (Animal Man, Snelson). All five WRONG 
EARTH specials feature covers by co-creator Jamal Igle and a special incen-
tive variant cover by legendary artist Gene Ha (Top Ten, Mae). This issue also 
features a second variant cover by Jerry Ordway.

The Wrong Earth:

Purple #1 COVER A COVER A 

COVER b COVER b 

COVER CCOVER C

0322AH1900322AH190

0322AH1910322AH191

0322AH1920322AH192

For every 5 copies of cover A (Jamal Igle) ordered, retailers can order 1 
copy of cover B (Jerry Ordway). For every 10 copies of cover A ordered, 
retailers can order 1 copy of cover C (Gene Ha).
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Maria’s quiet suburban life is upended after she accidentally eggs the 
car of a conspiracy theorist. Now this cunning and relentless adversary 
threatens to expose her long-hidden secrets! Thrills abound in this sa-
tirical one-shot from writer Nick Palmieri and artist George Kambadais 
(Buckhead, Short Order Crooks, The Black Ghost)!

Same as other June/July titles (we solicit an extra month in advance) 

WRITER | NICK PALMIERI
ARTIST | GEORGE KAMBADAIS 
COVER ARTIST | LANE LLOYD

0322CX195 | 0322CX196

ONE SHOT | FULL COLOR | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 
FOC DATE 4/10/2022

EGGED 

COVER b COVER b 

WRITERS | FRED VAN LENTE, KYLE HIGGINS
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | STEVE ELLIS

0322CX197

HARD COVER | FULL COLOR | 160 PAGES | $29.99

IN-STORE | 7/27/2022  FOC DATE | 4/10/2022

The critically-acclaimed, hard-boiled super-crime series that launched 
the careers of writer Fred Van Lente (Marvel Zombies, Archer & Arm-
strong) and artist Steve Ellis (Only Living Boy, High Moon) is back! 
This time with never-before-seen story pages and an all-new introduc-
tion by fan-favorite writer Kyle Higgins (Radiant Black, Nightwing)! 
This is the DEFINITIVE EDITION of the hit series! 

Same as other June/July titles (we solicit an extra month in advance)

Silencers: 

The Definitive Edition

COVER ACOVER A
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VOX

Can knowledge lead to salvation? Vox explores a colorful society 
teetering on the brink of annihilation and asks: can anyone resist 
succumbing to the voice of truth? Creators Jai and Alexandria 
Huntington delve into extremism and fanaticism through the lens 
of philosophical satire in this 32-page one-shot. 

Same as other June/July titles (we solicit an extra month in advance)  
All covers open to order -- no ratios or special restrictions

WRITER 
JAI

ARTIST 
ALEXANDRIA  HUNTINGTON

COVER ARTISTS 
DEXTER WEE

ALEXANDRIA HUNTINGTON

0322CX193

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 
FOC DATE 4/10/2022

COVER b COVER b 

COVER ACOVER A
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WRITER | JAMES MACNAUGHTON  ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | DAVID BAMFORD  
0322FW198

ONE SHOT | B&W | 40 PAGES | $6.99 
IN-STORE DATE 6/8/2022 | FOC DATE 4/4/2022

Space soldier Lance Stanton is ordered on a mission by his master Lord Craygun to thwart an incoming attack by villainous traitor Philip 
Freedmon. Donned in a skin-tight bodysuit and armed with a retractable staff-axe, Stanton embarks deep into the treacherous wastelands 
to seek out his target while facing off against a gang of bedraggled hippie warriors, and homicidal robots. Published straight into obscurity 
in 1989, Hammac Publications’ hopeful DIY hero Lance Stanton: Wayward Warrior lasted only a single issue, and represents the thwarted 
ambitions of two Suburban Maine dreamers – writer James McNaughton III, childhood friend of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles co-creator 
Kevin Eastman, and artist David Bamford, who illustrated this issue 13 years after giving up on comics the first time. 

Lance Stanton:
Wayward Warrior #1
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“Ryan Ferrier and Brian Level working together is a dream team. Ryan 
brings his signature charm and wit, and Brian provides his unique brand 
of insanity. Kate Sherron makes every moment scream off the page at 
you in the best way. This is the kind of comic you won't stop thinking 

about for a long, long time.” 
—Matthew Rosenberg (What’s the Furthest Place from Here?)

0322ON201 

SILK HILLS

When Beth Wills comes to Silk Hills, a quirky Appalachian town that’s seen better days since the mines were abandoned, she 
expected a bit of culture shock... But not like this! Beth is someone who has a talent for finding people who don’t want to be found, 
and when she’s called to Silk Hills by a local titan of industry, she can tell that something’s not right. Little does she know...

Silk Hills was once booming, but the only reason people tend to come through town anymore is to buy Mothman merchandise. 
Before long, Beth finds out just how wrong things can get in the woods, as her search for a missing troubled youth finds her 
running afoul of the local drug trade, too-friendly creepers, a very sinister deer, and psychoactive moth dust. 

FULL COLOR 
HARDCOVER

176 pages

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

Std.

IN STORES 
FOURTH WEEK

MAY 24$24.99
WRITTEN BY: RYAN FERRIER & BRIAN LEVEL 

ILLUSTRATED, COLORS & COVER BY: KATE SHERRON 
LETTERED BY: CRANK!
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D-Dad…

…h-help.
Abel.

“Living in Kentucky for the past sixteen years has caused 
me to fall in love with the hills and valleys of Appalachia. Being 
a horror writer, it was a perfect place to mill around, turning over 
ancient stones and the bricks of forgotten history. The familial 
pride and feuds littering the landscape make a perfect backdrop 
for a crime/mystery story. The majesty and malevolence of nature 
hidden in the hollers set up a perfect horror/fantasy. Something 
ancient is out there in the Smoky Mountains, and Silk Hills just 
might give us a glimpse of what it is.”

—BRIAN LEVEL (CO-WRITER, SILK HILLS) 
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FULL COLOR 
SOFTCOVER

224 pages

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

6 x 9

IN STORES 
FIRST WEEK

MAY 03$17.99

“I could tell you to read this book because of how funny it is (which is 
true), suspenseful (also true), and fantastically well-drawn (you guessed 
it), but none of those reasons hold a candle to the best unicorn this side 

of the eastern seaboard. So read The Doors to Nowhere for that. And 
also, if you’d like, for another great mystery that does the rare feat of 

both excelling and expanding on its predecessor.” 
—Mike Maihack (Cleopatra in Space)

SECRETS OF CAMP WHATEVER VOL. 2: THE DOORS TO NOWHERE

When twelve-year-old Willow went to her weird new town's even weirder summer camp, she didn't expect to get caught up in an 
ancient mystery involving forest-dwelling vampires, living garden gnomes, and other completely bonkers creatures most people 
would never believe exist. Now she's not only involved, she's marked—too close to the heart of an ages-old quest for power 
and control than she should be, and too concerned about her new friends and the dangers they face to let them go it alone. 
With the help of a spell book and her scrappy crew of camp friends, Willow is about to step through a doorway to magic and 
discovery that will change her world forever. 

WRITTEN, ILLUSTRATED, COLORS, LETTERED & COVER BY: 
CHRIS GRINE

0322ON200 
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SEASON OF THE BRUJA #3

Althalia Cabrera has spent her entire life learning her family’s magic, but she is not yet ready to  
wield it as her own. Ready or not, that’s exactly what she has to do now that her beloved abuela has died after a bizarre 
encounter with a priest. Truly alone for the first time in her life, and devastated by grief, Althalia is tempted by darker forces to 
boost her powers in an attempt to pull Isadora back from the afterlife.

FULL COLOR 
SINGLE ISSUE

32 pages

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

Std.

IN STORES 
FOURTH WEEK

MAY 24$3.99
WRITTEN BY: AARON DURÁN 

ILLUSTRATED, COLORS & COVER BY: SARA SOLER 
LETTERED BY: JAIME MARTINEZ  

FOR ANDWORLD DESIGNS

0322ON199

“A truly exciting fantasy debut... equal parts ambitious, 
engaging, and heartfelt, Season of the Bruja is a brilliant 

display of comic book magic.”  
—David Pepose (Ringo award-winning writer 

of Spencer & Locke, The O.Z., and  
Scout's Honor)
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WRITERS | MARTIN ETXEBERRIA & 
XABIER ETXEBERRIA

ARTIST | IÑAKI ARENAS

0322SC202

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/11/2022 
FOC DATE 4/10/2022

Judge Gibson receives a package in his office: it’s the hand of his 
assistant, Cowen. The other hand? It’s in Seamus’s fridge. Mean-
while, IRA members Brendan and O’Donnell debate working for 
Delporte in a Liverpool pub, but they need the weapons. In Cowen’s 
agenda, they find a name: “Queen Victoria.” What’s next? It’s time 
to go see her…

BROKEN EYE #2

CODE 45 | #1 of 5
WRITER | BENJAMIN HUNTING 

ARTIST | JOE NG

0322SC203

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/11/2022 
FOC 4/10/2022

There are dragons lurking in the tunnels beneath Montreal’s city 
streets—at least that’s the rumor that confronts new metro driver 
Vanessa. Terrified by these mysterious and horrifying apparitions, 
the night shift turns to self-medication, losing the ability to tell the 
difference between reality and fantasy. Pulled in deep by the under-
ground raves that blast through the system’s abandoned stations, 
Vanessa quickly finds herself on the verge of crossing into a dark 
world she never knew existed.

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
O R D E R  T O D A Y
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CULT OF IKARUS 

#4 of 4
WRITER | JENNA LYN WRIGHT

ARTIST | KARL SLOMINSKI

0322SC204

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/25/2022 
FOC DATE 4/24/2022

No big deal, just a blood-soaked showdown for the fate of human-
ity between the oldest sect of vampires on the planet and one lone 
half-vamp, half-human hybrid. The stakes have never been higher. 
Stakes. Get it? 

DISTORTED #3
WRITER | SALVATORE VIVENZIO
ARTIST | GABRIELE FALZONE

0322SC205

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/4/2022 
FOC DATE 4/3/2022

Tom and Brennar’s paths finally cross, and Tom realizes he’s 
not the only one hunting down the Distorted. The detective hired 
by Elisa is forced to accept that he has been used as a puppet. 
Meanwhile, James and Murphy hone their skills so that they can 
understand the extent of their powers. Fed up with the status 
quo, James decides to take matters into his own hands. He wants 
to use their abilities to change his life. In his mind, the first step 
to doing that is...

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
O R D E R  T O D A Y
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WRITER | LOUIS SOUTHARD 
ARTIST | DAVID HAHN 

COVER ARTIST | KALMAN ANDRASOFSZKY

0322SC206

VOLUME 1 | FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $14.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/18/2022 
FOC DATE 4/17/2022

Welcome to the Midnight Western Theatre! Our feature presentation 
is an anthology series of tales spanning across the turbulent 1860’s 
of the United States of America. It is a time where rights have been 
wronged! Where the guilty plague the innocent! Where man and beast 
have little difference! HOWEVER, this new frontier has far more dan-
gerous threats than the folly of man! Threats that are MYSTERIOUS!!! 
STRANGE!!! DEADLY!!! In such a chaotic era, who is brave enough 
to face these most dastardly beings? Enter our heroes: the black-
clad adventurer Ortensia Thomas and her right-hand man Alexander 
Wortham! Together, they must confront the monsters no one else can 
on this journey of blood, betrayal, and self-discovery! 

MISFITZ CLUBHOUSE #1
WRITER | MATT KNOWLES & STEPH CANNON 

ARTIST | RAHIL MOHSIN 

0322SC207

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 5/11/ 2022 
FOC DATE 4/17/2022

SCOOT IMPRINT: All-ages shenanigans for the whole family!  Stig and 
Meeky are best friends.  Along with their companions, a sloth (Slothie) 
and a ferret (Ferry), they have some of the wildest adventures imag-
inable!  Pure fun and good-spirited hijinks await!  Aliens and pirates 
may only be as far away as a laundry basket, the old pinball machine 
in the garage, or even speeding along in their wagon!  Fans of Satur-
day morning cartoons will love this new heartwarming series!

MIDNIGHT WESTERN THEATRE

2020



Scout’s hit series is back! Set years before the shocking events of The Recount, Preamble details the life of Phil Pontus, the 
tragic death of his mother, his military service and subsequent decision to enter politics, his assent to the office of Vice Presi-
dent, and the terrible events that culminated in his assumption of leadership of a terrorist group known only as “The Masses.” 
Oversized issue has 36 pages of story!

Retailer Incentives: Retailers purchasing ten copies of Cover A (1:10) of RECOUNT: PREAMBLE
 unlocks unlimited orders of Cover B by BRYAN SILVERBAX. 

Please reach out to your CS rep with questions about retailer incentives. 

RECOUNT: 

PREAMBLE
WRITER | JONATHAN HEDRICK 

ARTIST | RUBÉN GIL LÓPEZ
COVER ARTIST |  BRYAN SILVERBAX

FULL COLOR, 40 PAGES, $5.99

ON SALE DATE 5/18/2022
FOC DATE 4/17/2022COVER ACOVER A

COVER BCOVER B

0322SC208

0322SC209

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
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WRITER / ARTIST / COVER ARTIST 
ALEC ROBBINS

0322SP210
8” X 8” | HARDCOVER | B&W | 384 PAGES | $39.99 

IN-STORE DATE 5/25/22 | FOC DATE 5/1/22

The beloved webcomic collected in its entirety for the first time in a beautiful deluxe edition! Author Alec Robbins is 
deeply in love with his wife, 1930s cartoon superstar Betty Boop. And wouldn’t you know it, she loves him back! It’s 
the perfect marriage, and nothing will ever go wrong. They’ll be happy together forever and nothing will ever come 
between them—not other famous cartoon characters, not intellectual property law, and certainly not Alec’s own 
towering insecurities. Basically, they’re just both really happy together and everything’s good and nice and that’s the 
end of it. No more questions. Don’t even bother reading this comic. Absurdist humor, a middle finger to corporate IP, 
and a sweetly romantic heart blend together into one of the most inventive comics of the Twitter age! 

MR. BOOP

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
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